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1.INTRODUCTION

and dominant waves and also for the wave-induced
stress. The parameterization of the surface stress
In a recent study (Lefevre et al., 2003; Ste- (sea drag) is based on this theory and its implefanescu et al., 2004), performances of three wave mentation in the NEDWAM model (the North Sea
models have been assessed. VAG (Guillaume 1987, version of the WAM model) is described in Makin
Fradon et al. 2000, Stefanescu and Lefvre 2001) and Stam (2003). The parameterization accounts
WAM (Komen et al., 1994), WAVEWATECH III for the wind speed, wave age and finite bottom
(referred to as WW3,Tolman and Chalikov, 1996, dependencies of the surface stress. The sensitivTolman 2002) have been run with same wind forc- ity study presented in Makin and Stam (2003) has
ings and results were compared to buoys data. shown that the NEDWAM model is not sensitive to
It has been found that VAG and WAM are un- the parameterization of the sea drag and, for this
derpredicting high swell systems (often, wind sea reason, new formulations of wind input and dissipaand swell are mixed in theses cases) while WW3 tion due to the wave breaking, based on the new unperforms very well. Investigations indicated that derstanding of physics of the processes, have been
sources terms where responsible for such discrepen- implemented.The new formulations implemented in
cies. In small to moderate fetch conditions (up to NEDWAM have been calibrated and tested in the
typically 400 km) WAM and WW3 underpredict North Sea where shallow water conditions prevail,
wave height by about 15 percent in winter. For so there is a need for an assessment in a global wave
smaller fetch (up to 100 km), the underprediction model, with deep water conditions. In the present
in even larger for WW3. The underprediction could study, the new parameterization of the sea drag,
be reduced in WW3 by tacking into account air-sea as well as the new formulations of wind input and
temperature stability conditions (Tolman, person- dissipation source terms, have been implemented
on a global
nal communication). These results are in agree- in WAM (as in NEDWAM) and tested
o
o
grid
at
a
spatial
resolution
of
1
×
1
.
The new
ment with Banner and Young (1994) where the disphysics
introduced
in
the
WAM
model
have
been
sipation formulation is believed to be responsible
tested
during
an
intercomparison
study
of
the
perfor a too small dissipation rate at the spectral peak
formance
of
three
ocean
wave
models
with
moored
during young sea growth and a too strong dissipation rate for old wind seas. Moreover the WAM buoy data. For the experiments, two periods of 1
(and VAG) dissipation formulation as it is imple- month were selected: one winter month of February
mented in WAM and VAG is very sensitive on the 2002 and one summer month of July 2002. Sensitivoccurence of swell or wind sea in mixed sea-swell ity experiments with VAG, WAM, and WW3 modsituations. After the wind-over-waves coupling the- els have been carried out using available analysed
ory (WOWC) introduced by Janssen (1989, 1991) 10 m wind field from the global operational numerassociated with an air-sea coupling formulation im- ical weather prediction (NWP) models of ECMWF
plemented in WAM cycle 4, a modern WOWC the- (IFS - Simmons et al., 1989). The results were comory was recently developed by Makin et al. (1995), pared against buoy data. The new formulations
Makin and Kudryavtsev (1999), Kudryavtsev and of sea drag and wind input and dissipation source
Makin (1999), Kudryavtsev and Makin (2001) and terms introduced in the WAM model resulted in a
Makin and Kudryavtsev (2002). This theory in- better prediction of significant wave height (swh)
cludes a physical model for short waves, based on in many cases and reductions in the bias and rms
the energy balance equation, and accounts for stress error of this parameter.
due to the Air Flow Separation (AFS) from short
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2
1

sipation rate γdis reads:

gives a short description of the new sea drag and
wind input and dissipation source terms formulations introduced in the WAM model are disscused.
Section 3 presents the three ocean wave models and
buoy data used in this study. Sensitivity experiments with VAG and WAM models and comparison of the results with buoy and model data are
included in section 4. Conclusions and perspectives
are pointed out in section 5.

γdis = −Cdis
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where k is the wavenumber, αP M = 4.57 × 10−3 is
the Pierson-Moskowitz steepness for a fully developed sea, α = Ehki2 is the squared average steepness of the spectrum and Cdis = 9.4 × 10−5 is a dimensionless constant. E represents the total wave
variance, while hωi and hki are the mean angular
2. NEW INPUT SOURCE TERMS
frequency and mean wavenumber.
Formulation (3) gives a dissipation rate at the
A new air-sea coupling formulation has been respectral peak that is too low during young windcently developed by Makin et al. (1995), Makin
sea growth and too strong for old windseas (Banand Kudryavtsev (1999), Kudryavtsev and Makin
ner and Young 1994, Makin and Stam 2003). It is
(1999), Kudryavtsev and Makin (2001) and Makin
based on the average wave steepness, which is not
and Kudryavtsev (2002). Its implementation and
appropriate for mixed windsea-swell situations.
testing in the NEDWAM model is presented in
A new spectral dissipation source term, based
Makin and Stam (2003). The new parameterizaon the local wave steepness and strongly non-linear
tion is valid only under stationary and spatial hodependent of the wave spectrum, has been sugmogeneous wind and waves conditions, when the
gested by Alves and Banner (2003). This new forconstant-flux layer is established in the marine atmulation improves the prediction of wave evolution
mospheric surface boundary layer. It can be applied
from young to old seas, in accordance with field obfor both pure windsea and mixed windsea-swell conservations. Alves and Banner (2003) proposed the
ditions. However, only the windsea part of the wave
following expression for the dissipation rate:
spectrum is used to calculate the sea drag, while
the contribution of swell spectrum is not accounted
α m B(k) p/2 k n
b
) (
) (
)
(3)
γdis = −Cdis
(
for. Therefore, the parameterization assumes that
αP M
Br
hki
the wind waves direction coincides with the wind
b
direction.
where Cdis
, m, p, n and Br are constants (to be
The third generation wave model WAM solves adjusted for the new balance), and B(k) is the satexplicitly (without any assumptions on the shape uration wave spectrum related to the wave density
of the wave spectrum) the energy balance equa- spectrum F (f ) by:
tion, in which the source function is defined as a
1
superposition of four source terms: wind input,
F (f )cg k 3
(4)
B(k) =
2π
dissipation by wave breaking, bottom friction dissipation and non-linear interactions between the where c is the group velocity.
g
wave components. The source terms of the WAM
The dissipation source function Sdis = γdis ωF is
model cycle 4 (referred to as WAM4) are described now non-linear with respect to F , as the spectrum
in WAMDIG (1988), Günther et al. (1992) and B(k) (or F (f )) enters directly in the dissipation
Komen et al.(1994).
rate.
The sensitivity study presented in Makin and
The parameterization of the wind input used in
Stam (2003) showed that the NEDWAM model is WAM model cycle 4 is based on the quasi-laminar
not sensitive to the parameterization of the sea drag critical layer model of the airflow developed by
and, for this reason, new formulations of wind input Miles (1957, 1959). Kudryavtsev et al. (1999)
and dissipation due to the wave breaking, based on showed that the applicability of the quasi-laminar
the new understanding of physics of the processes, model in the description of the airflow dynamics is
were implemented.
very limited. Usually, the wind input source funcThe quasi-linear form of the dissipation source tion S is written as follows:
in
term Sdis used in the WAM4:
Sin = βωF
(5)
S = γ ωF
(1)
dis

dis

where β is the growth rate parameter. Makin et al.
(1999) suggested an alternative formulation for the

is defined in terms of the integrated spectral steepness, as proposed by Hasselmann (1974). The dis2

growth rate parameter:
β=

ρa
u∗
mβ R( )2 cos(θ − θw )| cos(θ − θw )|
ρw
c

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODELS AND
BUOY DATA
(6)
a. Buoy data and Wind forcing

where ρa and ρw are the density of air and water
and mβ is a constant. Function R is defined by:
R = 1 − mc (

c nc
)
u10

The buoy data consist of wind speed and direction, swh and mean (only for the buoys located
in the west coast of Europe) or peak wave period. Buoy peak period can not be compared with
model mean period, but it is usefull to distinguish
which kind of waves occur (windsea, swell or mixed
windsea-swell). The buoy measurements have been
averaged over periods of 4 hours and are available
at a 6h interval. The wind speed and direction at
the buoy location were not adjusted to the 10 m
level. Data from 30 moored buoys were used in this
study. Only 2 buoys (44011 and 63111) are located
in shallow water regions, while the rest of them are
located in deep water regions. Figure 1 shows the
locations of the buoys and table 1 presents additional information about each buoy. The five-digit
WMO buoy identificator is followed by the name
of buoy and the name of the region to which it
belongs: Hawaii (HW), the west coast of the European continent (WCE), the west coast of the North
American continent (WCNA) and the east coast of
the North American continent (ECNA).

(7)

R has values close to 1 for slowly moving waves
and negative values for fast moving waves. Notice,
that the wind input source term will be negative
for fast moving waves or (and) waves traveling in
the oposite direction relative to wind direction.
The new balance was tuned for the NEDWAM
model in the North Sea region, for shallow water conditions, yielding the following constants:
b
Cdis
=2.5×10−5,Br = 4 × 10−3 , m = 2, p = 6
and n = 1 for the dissipation source term and
mβ = 0.045, mc = 0.3 and nc = 5 for the wind
input source term. The proportionality coefficient
for the bottom friction source term Sbot was tuned
to twice the original value (from 0.076 to 0.152),
without changing the bottom friction source term
formulation.

Figure 1: Locations of the buoys used in this study.
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1 41001 US East Coast, E Hatteras ECNA

16 46059 US West Coast, California WCNA

2 41002 US South-East Coast, S Hatteras ECNA

17 46184 Canada West Coast, North Nomad WCNA

3 44004 US North-East Coast, Hotel ECNA

18 51001 Hawaii North-West HW

4 44011 US North-East Coast, Georges Bank ECNA

19 51002 Hawaii South-West HW

5 44137 Newfoundland, East Scotia slope ECNA

20 51003 Hawaii West HW

6 44138 Newfoundland, SW Grand Bank ECNA

21 51004 Hawaii South-East HW

7 44141 Newfoundland, Laurentian Fan ECNA

22 62001 Gulf of Biscay, Gascogne WCE

8 44142 Nova Scotia, Lahave Bank ECNA

23 62029 UK Celtic Sea shelf break (K1) WCE

9 46001 Gulf of Alaska WCNA

24 62081 UK East Atlantic (K2) WCE

10 46002 US West Coast, Oregon WCNA

25 62105 UK East Atlantic (K4) WCE

11 46004 Canada West Coast, Middle Nomad WCNA

26 62106 UK North-East Atlantic RARH WCE

12 46005 US North-West Coast, Washington WCNA

27 62108 UK East Atlantic (K3) WCE

13 46006 US West Coast, SE Papa WCNA

28 62163 UK Celtic Sea shelf break (Britany) WCE

14 46035 Bering Sea

29 63111 North Sea shelf break (Beryl A)

15 46036 Canada West Coast, South Nomad WCNA

30 64045 UK North-East Atlantic WCE

Table 1: The WMO buoys identificators, names and regions to which these belongs.

Figure 2: Comparisons of ECMWF winds with buoys data (a), and of VAG, WAM and WW3 wave
heights with buoy data, for february 2002
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The analysed 10 m wind field from the operational NWP models of ECMWF (IFS) were used as
input for all wave models. The spatial resolution
of the wind field was 1o × 1o for IFS model. A coupling frequency of 6h was used for all wave models.
Comparisons of ECMWF winds with buoys data
and of VAG, WAM and WW3 wave heights with
buoy data for february 2002 are shown on figure 2.
VAG1 denotes aprevious version of the VAG model
while VAG3 is similar to VAG2 with a different
tuning of yhe input source terms coeeficients (Stefanescu and Lefevre 2001)

b. Wave models
In order to assess the contribution of the wind
input term and of the dissipation term separatly,
several configurations of WAM were considered. In
W AM M 3, the input source term from Makin and
Kudriastsev (1999) and the WAM3 dissipation term
where introduced. In WAM, only the new sea drag
and wind input formulations are introduced with
inchanged WAM4 dissipation term. All wave models were run on a global grid with a spatial resolution of 1o × 1o . The main characteristics of VAG,
WAM (with different configurations) and WW3 are
presented in Table 2.

Model

Wave physics

Spectral discretization

Time steps

Source terms

VAG2

deep water

22 frequencies

propagation: 900s

new physics

18 directions

source terms integration: 900s

a=0.1, b=0.7, c=0.5

25 frequencies

global: max 3600s

Tolman and

24 directions

propagation: max 1300s

Chalikov

WW3

deep water

source terms integration: min 300s
WAM dw

deep water

25 frequencies

propagation: 600s

sea drag: WAM 4.0

18 directions

source terms integration: 600s

input: WAM 4.0

25 frequencies

propagation: 600s

sea drag: WAM 4.0

18 directions

source terms integration: 600s

input: WAM 4.0

25 frequencies

propagation: 600s

sea drag: Makin

18 directions

source terms integration: 600s

input: Makin

25 frequencies

propagation: 600s

sea drag: Makin

18 directions

source terms integration: 600s

input: Makin

25 frequencies

propagation: 600s

sea drag: Makin

18 directions

source terms integration: 600s

input: Makin

dissipation: WAM 4.0
WAM sw

shallow water

dissipation: WAM 4.0
WAM MM

shallow water

dissipation: Makin
WAM M3

shallow water

dissipation: WAM 3.0
WAM M4

shallow water

dissipation: WAM 4.0

Table 2: The main characteristics of the wave models used in this study

4. SENSITIVITY STUDY

- W AM M Mcb − 100p6 with cb = max(−100, cb)
and p = 6;
- W AM M Mcb − 20p0t6 with cb = max(−20, cb)
and p defined as a function of the ratio B(k)/Br ,
as proposed by Alves and Banner (2003):

a. Experiments made with several configurations of WAM
Different configurations of the WAM model
were considered in our sensitivity study, depending on the wind input and dissipation formulations
and the value of some coefficients (cb = ρw /ρa mβ R,
used in the wind input source term, and p used in
the dissipation term):
- W AM M Mcb−20p6 with cb = max(−20, cb) and
p = 6;
- W AM M Mcb−20p0 with cb = max(−20, cb) and
p = 0;

p=

p0
B(k) 1/2
p0
+
tanh{10[(
) − 1]}
2
2
Br

(8)

with p0 a constant set up numerically to 6.
- W AM M 3cb − 20 with cb = max(−20, cb);
- W AM M 4cb − 20 with cb = max(−20, cb).
Makin and Stam (2003) proposed cb =
max(−20, cb) and a constant value for p, namely
6. First experiment with W AM M Mcb − 20p6
5

configuration showed that the swell dissipation is
too small in this case (see figure 3 for buoy 46005
located in the West coast of the North American
continent region, for which periods with swell situations are pointed out by the high peak period
measured at the buoy). For this reason, additional
experiments with the new sea drag and wind input formulations, but with dissipation taken from
WAM3 or WAM4, were performed. For these experiments cb was set to max(−20, cb). The experiments made with W AM M 4cb − 20 showed swh
values close to those obtained with the WAM4.
The impact of the new wind input term is therefore
small. If we set up the parameter p to 0, than the
dissipation source term described by (2) and (4) will
differ from the WAM3 dissipation source term only
by the use of angular frequency ω instead of the
mean angular frequency hωi. This should lead to a
smaller dissipation of swell and a stronger dissipation of windsea by W AM M Mcb−20p0, compared
to W AM M 3cb − 20. The experiments showed
that the results obtained with W AM M Mcb−20p0
are rather close to that ones obtained in case of
W AM M 3cb − 20. Therefore, p = 0 works well for
swell dissipation, as W AM M 3cb − 20, thought it

is not the case for WAM3. So there is an impact
of Makin wind input term when WAM3 dissipation
term is used, unlike with WAM4 dissipation term.
Also, Alves and Banner (2003) suggested that
[B(k)/Br ]p/2 should approach 1 in case of spectral
components with reduced local steepness, like swell.
By setting p = 0 we satisfy this condition and the
results presented in figures 4 and 5 show a better
description of swell dissipation in this case. Figure
6 shows the swh for windsea situations occured at
buoy 44141 (this buoy is located in a fetch limited
area). For this buoy, a significant overestimation
of the swh peaks occurs in case of setting p = 0.
The dissipation is too small. For waves with large
local steepness (B(k)/Br > 1), a constant value for
p (set up to 6 in our experiments) is more appropriate, giving better results.
Using W AM M Mcb − 100p6, the results are
very good for windsea situations (see figure 7), but
the swell dissipation is to strong and high swells are
underpredicted(not shown) . Therefore, and as expected, it appears that it is not appropriate to use a
constant value for p in case of mixed windsea-swell
situations, as it was done in Mafin and Stam (2003)
implementation.

Figure 3: Time series of swh and mean (for the models) or peak (for the buoy) period at buoy 46005 for
February 2002
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Figure 4: Time series of swh and mean (for the models) or peak (for the buoy) period at buoy 46005 for
February 2002
Alves and Banner (2003) suggested to define p
as in expression (9). In this case, p is equal to 0 for
waves with a reduced local steepness (swells) and
it takes a constant value p0 (in our case p0 is set to
6) for waves with a big local steepness (windseas).
The experiments made with W AM M Mcb−20p0t6
configuration showed that the improvements in
swell dissipation are still kept (see figures 8 and 9),
while the overestimation of the windsea peaks is
removed (figure 10).

that for February W AM M M cb − 20p0t6 swh has
the best quality between all WAM configurations
(see also scatter diagrams on figure 11). Comparing W AM M Mcb − 20p0t6 statistics with statistics computed for shallow water run of WAM cycle 4 (W AM sw), there is a clear improvement of
rms error, scatter index and symmetric slope. For
July, rms error and symmetric slope is better for
W AM M Mcb−100p6 configuration (comparing to
the other WAM configurations presented in table 5
and on figure 12). Time series also showed betb. Global statistics for the models used in the ter agreement of W AM M Mcb − 100p6 swh with
intercomparison study
buoy data. The W AM M Mcb−20p0t6 swh is overestimated for July. For the total period (February
Statistics for experiments performed with the + July), the W AM M Mcb − 20p0t6 configuration
ECMWF wind field are presented. The quality of appears to have the best quality between all WAM
the analysed wind speed of ECMWF is good for configurations (not shown).
both February and July periods (see tables 2 and
Comparing the three wave models statis4). Scatter diagrams (figures 11 and 12) and sym- tics (VAG and WAM with different configurametric slopes (tables 2 and 4) indicate a small over- tions and WW3), we can see that for February
estimation of the ECMWF wind speed data com- W AM M Mcb−20p0t6 swh has the best quality (it
pared to the buoys data. The bias can be explained is better even than WW3 swh), while for July WW3
by the altitudes differences of altitude between the swh has better quality than W AM M Mcb−20p0t6
buoy anemometers and the 10m reference level used swh and comparable quality with W AM M Mcb −
for model wind data. From table 3 it can be seen 100p6 swh.
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Figure 5: Time series of swh and mean period at buoy 62001 for February 2002

Figure 6: Time series of swh and mean (for the models) or peak (for the buoy) period at buoy 44141 for
February 2002
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Figure 7: Time series of swh and mean (for the models) or peak (for the buoy) period at buoy 44141 for
February 2002

Figure 8: Time series of swh and mean (for the models) or peak (for the buoy) period at buoy 46005 for
February 2002
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Figure 9: Time series of swh and mean period at buoy 62001 for February 2002

Figure 10: Time series of swh and mean (for the models) or peak (for the buoy) period at buoy 44141
for February 2002
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Figure 11: Comparisons model wave heights with averaged buoy data for february 2002
Model

ECMWF

VAG2 dw

WAM dw

WW3 dw

No. of entries

2490
8.87
0.61
1.74
0.18
1.08

2490
3.69
-0.26
0.74
0.19
0.92

2490
3.69
-0.46
0.74
0.16
0.87

2490
3.69
-0.24
0.67
0.17
0.94

Buoy mean
Bias
Rms error
Scatter index
Symm. slope

Table 2: Wind speed and swh statistics for February 2002
Model
No. of entries
Buoy mean
Bias
Rms error
Scatter index
Symm. slope

WAM sw

2490
3.69
-0.48
0.75
0.16
0.87

WAM MM sw

WAM MM sw

WAM MM sw

WAM MM sw

WAM M3 sw

WAM M4 sw

(cb-20 p6)

(cb-20 p0)

(cb-100 p6)

(cb-20 p0t6)

(cb-20 p0)

(cb-20 p0)

2490
3.69
0.79
0.99
0.16
1.18

2490
3.69
0.32
0.65
0.15
1.07

2490
3.69
0.09
0.64
0.17
1.03

2490
3.69
0.16
0.57
0.15
1.03

2490
3.69
0.30
0.65
0.16
1.07

2490
3.69
-0.49
0.75
0.15
0.87

Table 3: Swh statistics for February 2002
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Figure 12: Comparisons model wave heights with averaged buoy data for July 2002
Model

ECMWF

VAG2 dw

WAM dw

WW3 dw

No. of entries

2398
6.19
0.12
1.08
0.17
1.02

3316
1.68
0.08
0.36
0.21
1.02

3316
1.68
-0.02
0.34
0.20
0.97

3316
1.68
-0.07
0.31
0.18
0.96

Buoy mean
Bias
Rms error
Scatter index
Symm. slope

Table 4: Wind speed and swh statistics for July 2002
Model

WAM sw

WAM MM sw
(cb-20 p6)

WAM MM sw
(cb-20 p0)

WAM MM sw
(cb-100 p6)

WAM MM sw
(cb-20 p0t6)

WAM M3 sw
(cb-20 p0)

WAM M4 sw
(cb-20 p0)

No. of entries

3316
1.68
-0.05
0.33
0.20
0.95

3316
1.68
0.81
0.89
0.23
1.43

3316
1.68
0.33
0.45
0.19
1.17

3316
1.68
0.08
0.33
0.19
1.05

3316
1.68
0.30
0.43
0.19
1.15

3316
1.68
0.26
0.39
0.17
1.13

3316
1.68
-0.11
0.31
0.18
0.92

Buoy mean
Bias
Rms error
Scatter index
Symm. slope

Table 5: Swh statistics for July 2002
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